INTRODUCTION
============

Light interference, as was realized as early as the beginning of the 19th century ([@R1]), is a common cause of the bright coloring of various animals such as the spine of the sea mouse ([@R2]), butterfly wings ([@R3]--[@R7]), feathers of birds of paradise ([@R8], [@R9]), or the skin of chameleons ([@R10]). The appearance ranges from narrowband colors corresponding to well-ordered nanostructures to broadband sparkly reflectance due to Anderson localization of light in strongly disordered natural photonic crystals ([@R11], [@R12]). The remarkably diverse engineering of photonic crystals in animals and plants has practical applications such as mating and camouflage. These photonic crystals are not only interesting for evolutionary biology ([@R13]) but also appealing for metamaterial research ([@R14]--[@R18]) and exciting applications such as designing Weyl points ([@R19]). Recently, photonic crystal synthesis from butterfly wings has been successfully demonstrated by replacing the chitinous material with various metals to achieve tunable photonic properties ([@R20], [@R21]). However, the initial growth of these photonic crystals in nature is yet to be understood, and once the self-assembly process can be duplicated in the laboratory, the new synthesis pathway will undoubtedly open up new opportunities for developing photonic devices with desired mechanical, structural, and photonic properties.

The nanoscale structure of biological photonic crystals has been studied using electron microscopy ([@R7], [@R22], [@R23]), typically by slicing techniques. The crystallographic space group symmetry of various butterfly and beetle species has recently been characterized using x-ray diffraction ([@R7], [@R24]). Furthermore, the orientation of the photonic crystals can be visualized and mapped using optical light and cross-polarizers ([@R8], [@R25]). Present understanding suggests that a butterfly wing scale is a thin object (about 10 μm in thickness and 100 μm in size) and forms from a single cell ([@R26]). The interior of the scale contains photonic microcrystals (reflectors) that are somewhat randomly oriented and consist of chitin, which slowly polymerizes in the larval stage of the butterfly after the formation of the outermost layer of the scale ([@R7], [@R26], [@R27]). The naked eye typically cannot resolve individual microcrystals, and the observer sees reflection for a range of wavelengths (pointillism) ([@R28], [@R29]). Whether the chirality of the gyroid crystals observed in some species is connected to the molecular chirality of chitin is currently being debated ([@R23]). Recently, by comparing two-dimensional transmission electron micrograph sections of the green gyroid scales of *Parides sesostris* to computer models of a single-network gyroid, Yoshioka *et al.* ([@R25]) found that domains were not randomly oriented but preferentially oriented with the \[110\] direction normal to the top (or obverse) surface of the scale.

EXPERIMENT
----------

We used x-ray diffraction to investigate the spatial and angular distributions of the photonic crystals in a single wing scale of a Kaiser-i-Hind butterfly, *Teinopalpus imperialis* (Papilionidae) (see [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The green upper wing scales of male species containing multiple domains of single-network gyroids (*I*4~1~32) ([@R7], [@R30]) were investigated. By quantitative analysis of the orientation of photonic crystals in the entire scale, we find that the gyroid domains are preferentially oriented with the \[111\] direction perpendicular to the scale boundary, as opposed to the \[110\] direction observed in *P. sesostris* (Papilionidae) ([@R25]). Additionally, we used a coherent x-ray diffractive imaging technique \[ptychography ([@R31])\] to reveal and document two qualitatively different types of gyroid domain boundaries: first, abrupt interfaces at the boundaries of domains with distinctive orientations that merge during growth, and second, boundaries with edge dislocations between subregions of a single-crystal domain with very slight variations in orientation. We anticipate that these observations will shed new light on the structural mechanisms of self-assembly ([@R32]) and the development of photonic structures in butterfly wing scales.

![Experimental description.\
(**A**) An image of the *T. imperialis* (Kaiser-i-Hind) butterfly ([@R43]). (**B**) A schematic of the experiment. X-ray radiation (1.8-keV photon energy) is generated by the undulator source and spatially filtered by a 5-μm pinhole. The sample is positioned behind the pinhole, and the detector records coherently scattered radiation. A semitransparent beam stop mounted on a metallic wire was used. (**C**) An optical micrograph of a single wing scale. (**D** and **E**) Typical diffraction patterns recorded from different sample areas with x-rays incident normal to the scale. Insets to (D) and (E) show the intensity in the vicinity of the (110) Bragg peaks. Scale bars, 5 cm (A), 50 μm (C), and 0.05 nm^−1^ (D and E).](1600149-F1){#F1}

The experimental setup is shown in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Coherent x-rays were spatially filtered by a pinhole and were incident on an isolated, free-standing butterfly wing scale (see [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for an optical micrograph of the scale and Materials and Methods for details). Strong Bragg peaks reveal a highly ordered sample, and a pattern of hexagonally symmetric peaks indicates a gyroid lattice with a lattice spacing of 330 nm in the 〈110〉 direction, in agreement with the literature ([@R7]). In contrast to typical x-ray diffraction on atomic crystals, here, because of the large unit cell dimensions, the Ewald sphere is almost flat, and several reflections can be recorded simultaneously ([@R33]). In [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, one set of hexagonal peaks is observed and suggests scattering from a single domain. Four orders of peaks can clearly be seen, with a maximum recorded spatial frequency corresponding to less than 60 nm. The intensity close to a {110} Bragg peak (inset to [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) is reminiscent of an Airy pattern due to circular pinhole diffraction, indicating that the sample is a homogeneous single crystal within the pinhole area. By contrast, in [Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, two hexagonal sets of peaks with slightly different orientations are observed, indicating two domains in the illuminated region. Moreover, the diffracted intensity around the Bragg peak lacks circular symmetry because of domain boundaries in the beam (inset to [Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The peak on the top left of the inset to [Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} appears to have a minimum intensity in its center, which is a clear indicator of the presence of an edge dislocation within the illuminated volume of the sample. In both diffraction patterns, horizontal fringes around the Bragg peak reveal an additional periodicity on top of the gyroid lattice, which we ascribe to the vertical ridges, visible in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

We mapped crystallographic orientations within the scale by scanning the pinhole across the sample with a step size of 2 μm for different angles of incidence ranging from −20° to +20° about the normal of the scale. These scans were used to determine the complete spatially resolved orientation (three angles) of the gyroid reciprocal lattice (see Materials and Methods and figs. S1 and S2). The orientation of the grains may be presented with the following three angles: α is the angle between the *x* axis and a {110} peak (see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, D and E), β is the angle between the *z* axis and the normal to the plane defined by the hexagonal peaks **n**~111~, and γ is the angle between the *x* axis and the projection of the normal vector **n**~111~ along the *z* axis (see fig. S3 for the definition of the angles).

RESULTS
=======

As expected, the scale consists of different domains revealed by the angle α (modulo 60°) presented in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The histogram of angles α appears to be random, suggesting that there is no preferred orientation of the gyroid lattice within the plane of the scale. The missing signal in the uppermost part of the scale corresponds to noncrystalline material in the stem of the scale (see [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). There is also no particular structure in the distribution of boundary angles (see fig. S4), suggesting independent growth of individual domains. We found preferred orientation in both β and γ: β = 14 ± 5 and γ = 91 ± 20. Although the orientation of the gyroid lattice is random within the plane of the scale, its normal is highly oriented. The scale was tilted along the beam by about 18° during the experiment, consistent with the observation that the \[111\] gyroid peak is perpendicular to the whole scale.

![A representation of the whole scale oriented similarly to [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.\
(**A**) The angle α between the *x* axis and a {110} peak (see [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) as a function of the position across the scale. An average over all six angles (modulo 60°) is shown. (**B**) The angle β between the *z* axis (out of plane of the image) and vector **n**~111~ normal to the determined hexagonal set of peaks. (**C**) The angle γ between the *x* axis and the projection of **n**~111~ onto the *xy* plane. (**D**) The thickness of the crystallites determined from the x-ray diffraction data recorded by rocking the scale through the beam. Scale bar, 10 μm; the region for the ptychographic scan is indicated by the black square and the histograms of the angles are shown on the right of the color bars. In (B) to (D), Gaussian fits to the histograms are also shown with centers (RMS widths) of 14° ± 1° (5° ± 1°) (B), 91° ± 1° (20° ± 1°) (C), and 3.0 ± 0.1 μm (0.7 ± 0.1 μm) (D). Angles are positive for clockwise rotation.](1600149-F2){#F2}

Because of the limited thickness of the crystals perpendicular to the scale, Bragg peaks are broadened along the *q*~*z*~ direction (see [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). By analyzing diffraction patterns measured for different rotation angles of the sample, we determined the thickness of the crystals along this direction (see [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S5). The thickness is quite homogeneous, and the histogram shows that most of the crystals have a thickness of 3.0 ± 0.1 μm with a root mean square (RMS) deviation of 0.7 ± 0.1 μm. This value is consistent with the observation in optical microscopy (\~6 μm) that includes the surrounding ridges. Note that the thickness of the domains is significantly smaller than their lateral dimension (\~10 μm; see [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The thickness of the crystallites and the appearance of only one hexagonal set of peaks at every position within the scale (see [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S3) indicate that the photonic nanostructure is uniform in the direction perpendicular to the scale normal.

To achieve a more in-depth understanding of the structure of the photonic crystal at the nanoscale, we "zoomed in" on [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} using x-ray ptychography ([@R31], [@R34]). A ptychographic reconstruction is presented in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (see also Materials and Methods and figs. S6 and S7). The hexagonal symmetry of the {111} planes can be clearly visualized, and the observed periodicity is in accordance with the expected unit cell size of 330 nm. The color in this figure represents the crystal orientation within the plane of the scale, determined as the azimuthal angle of the brightest peak in the Fourier transform of a masked region around each voxel. Ptychography allowed us not only to study the orientation of individual domains but also to visualize domain boundaries. [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} reveals sharp domain boundaries with abrupt variation of lattice orientation, which are highlighted by the rapid color changes, for instance, between cyan and red or between cyan and yellow.

Additionally, we observed another type of domain boundary involving a more subtle angular variation, for instance, between red and dark red (see [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; the white line highlights the domain boundary). These domain boundaries are accompanied by edge dislocations, which are more pronounced in the Bragg filtered image (see [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R35]). We observed three edge dislocations, with two of the dislocations with a Burgers vector pointing to the left and one pointing to the right. [Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows a simulated diffraction pattern in the presence of edge dislocations and contains peaks with minimum intensity in the peak center, very similar to the recorded diffraction data shown in [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. By counting the edge dislocations in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and comparing them with the total number of unit cells, we obtain a dislocation density of about 0.2%.

![Result from ptychographic reconstruction.\
(**A**) An image of the scale indicated by a black rectangle in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (absorption or reconstructed amplitudes). The color corresponds to the crystal orientation modulo 60° (see color wheel), and edge dislocations are indicated. (**B**) Zoomed-in image of the region indicated by the white square in (A). The solid line highlights the domain boundary accommodated by edge dislocations between the red (average angle, 52° ± 2°) and the dark red (average angle, 57° ± 3°) domains. (**C**) Bragg filtered image of (B) obtained by placing a mask in the Fourier transform ([@R35]). (**D**) Squared modulus of a Fourier transform of the sample transmission function (B) multiplied by a Gaussian mask (0.5-μm wide) centered in the lowest indicated dislocation in (B). (**E**) Reconstructed phases. Average along the vertical is shown together with the color bar on the bottom. Scale bars, 2 μm (A to C and E).](1600149-F3){#F3}

[Figure 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the phase of the complex transmission function determined in our experiment. The phase reveals ridges visible in the optical microscopy image of the scale (see [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), even though these ridges are not clearly seen in the reconstructed modulus of the absorption function. The spacing of features in the phase image is about 1 μm, in agreement with the ridge spacing seen in the optical microscopy data. The phase oscillates with an amplitude of 0.3 ± 0.1 rad, and from the refractive index of chitin at an x-ray photon energy of 1.8 keV, we can estimate the relative density of the ridges (their height is about 3 μm because the total thickness of the scale is 6 μm and the photonic crystal is 3 μm thick) to be 7 ± 2%.

DISCUSSION
==========

Our findings are consistent with the following growth model for these photonic nanostructures. The appearance of domains with random orientation of the gyroid lattice in the plane of the scale suggests that photonic crystals nucleate from multiple random locations. The preferred orientation of the domains, normal to the scale plane, is quite remarkable and is consistent with crystal nucleation at the scale boundary and crystal growth outward. The orientation could also arise from a secondary growth mechanism, in which domain orientations favored by surface energy grow at the expense of less-favored domain orientations ([@R36]). However, this rearrangement requires sufficient mobility, and both dislocations and rough domain boundaries, revealed by high-resolution x-ray data, suggest that the crystal structure is very rigid and is trapped in a nonequilibrium state (in particular, see the two edge dislocations with opposite Burgers vectors in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The fact that we only observe one domain within the scale thickness further suggests that the domains grow from only one scale boundary.

The study of the nanoscale structure reveals two kinds of domain boundaries; first, we observe sharp interfaces with an abrupt change of the lattice orientation. We attribute these domain boundaries to the merging of domains independently nucleated during growth, that terminate at the mutual domain boundary. The thickness of the interface between domains appears to be on the order of one unit cell, which is extremely sharp, considering that [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows a projection of about 10 layers (for example, see the region between cyan and red in [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Second, a different type of domain boundary appears between only slightly misaligned domains and is accommodated by a series of edge dislocations. These edge dislocations may form as a result of the merging of different domains with a low-angle tilt ([@R37]). However, edge dislocations with opposite Burgers vectors likely form as a result of the growth process itself and are introduced to mitigate internal stresses, possibly due to the curvature of the underlying scale or the plastic deformation during growth. A recent microscopic model of the growth of these crystals proposes an asymmetric triblock copolymer development (ABCB′A′) ([@R7], [@R24]), and the out-of-equilibrium structures observed here indicate a rapid solvent evaporation, analogous to block copolymer structures trapped in a nonequilibrium state during solvent evaporation ([@R38]). The discovery of the edge dislocations in the biological photonic crystals is particularly remarkable because artificially manufactured topological defects in photonic crystals lead to interesting optical properties such as Anderson localization of light ([@R14]). Two intriguing questions are whether nature-engineered defects for a particular purpose and whether mimicking similar growth conditions allows for controlled manufacturing of defects in artificial photonic structures.

In summary, we have used x-ray diffraction to study domain morphology and domain boundaries within photonic crystals in a single butterfly wing scale. The photonic crystal is reminiscent of a thin polycrystalline film, with the domains being highly oriented in the direction normal to the scale boundary, which suggests a layer-by-layer crystal growth process starting at the cell membrane. Ptychographic imaging on the nanoscale has revealed two types of domain interfaces: abrupt boundaries likely due to the merging of independently nucleated domains and smooth interfaces with edge dislocations. We anticipate that the latter results from strain relaxation during crystal growth. Our study was performed nondestructively (nonslicing) and can, in principle, be extended to in vivo studies during the growth of these structures. Understanding and artificially reproducing these growth processes in the laboratory environment will be invaluable for developing future photonic devices. Finally, the multiple-Bragg-peak ptychography opens up high-resolution imaging of photonic crystals in the soft x-ray regime as well as of granular atomic crystals with coherent, high-energy x-rays (\~100 keV) at the future diffraction-limited storage rings ([@R39]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Experimental details
--------------------

The experiment was conducted at the 2-ID-B beamline at the Advanced Photon Source ([@R40]) by using angular resolved microdiffraction and a coherent x-ray diffraction technique called ptychography (see [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R31]). We studied a single scale of the *T. imperialis* butterfly wing that was previously isolated and glued free-standing on a piece of kapton attached to a metal sample holder (see [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for an optical micrograph). X-ray radiation from an undulator was used, and a photon energy of 1.8 keV was selected using a spherical grating monochromator. A pinhole 5 μm in diameter was positioned in front of the sample and both were placed in air between two evacuated tubes sealed by silicon nitride membranes. Helium gas flow was used to reduce air scattering and absorption. A charge-coupled device detector (CCD) with a pixel size of 22.5 × 22.5 μm^2^ was positioned at a distance of about 0.5 m downstream from the sample. A region of interest 512 × 512 pixels in size was selected for our measurements, and in these conditions, the maximum momentum transfer corresponds to a resolution element of about 30 nm in the sample image. For microdiffraction scans presented in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, 4 × 4 binning was used to reduce the readout time, and due to binning, no ptychography was possible.

Microdiffraction and orientation finding of the crystallites
------------------------------------------------------------

We scanned the scale spatially for nine equidistant angles of incidence between −20° and +20°. The spatially resolved average intensities from all nine scans were cross-correlated, and an overlap was found. In this way, the set of spatially resolved measurements at different angles was transformed into a tomographic measurement at each position in the scale. At each spatial position, the observed Bragg peaks were identified, and the sample rotation angle θ and azimuthal angle φ of the Bragg peaks were found (the length, *Q*, of the scattering vector was fixed). The orientation determination procedure is presented graphically in figs. S1 and S2.

The width-finding procedure is depicted schematically in fig. S4. The thickness of the crystallographic grain along the x-ray beam can be determined by the width of the peaks in θ, which was found by fitting a Gaussian exp\[--(θ/*c*)^2^\] to the horizontal line scans in figs. S1B and S2B. The thickness was found using equation$$\mathit{d}_{\mathit{z}} = \frac{\mathit{d}_{0}}{2|\text{sin}(\varphi)|\mathit{c}}$$where *d*~0~ is 330 nm and *c* is the width of the Gaussian fit. The approximation tan(θ) = θ was used (θ \< 20°), and the factor of 2 accounts for the difference between the full width at half maximum of a Gaussian fit and \[sin(*q*~*z*~*d*~*z*~/2)/(*q*~*z*~*d*~*z*~/2)\]^2^, which describes the diffracted intensity of a slab of thickness *d*~*z*~ along the *q*~*z*~ direction (see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Ptychographic reconstructions
-----------------------------

We collected a raster scan of 6 × 6 diffraction patterns (similar to [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, D and E) from illumination areas separated by 1.5 μm in both directions and exposed for 25 s with a maximum of 1.6 × 10^4^ photons per pixel. The data were reconstructed using an alternation of difference map and ePIE algorithms ([@R31]) and a total of 1260 iterations. A Gaussian mask was used to suppress the high *Q* data in the beginning of the reconstruction and was subsequently extended to include high *Q* data to the end of the reconstruction. The code was modified for graphic processing unit acceleration, and 200 independent reconstructions each with a different random starting guess were made. The initial guess for the probe function was obtained from measurements of a test sample.

The high-crystallinity region of the data (red region in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; 201 × 201 pixels) for all 200 reconstructions was cross-correlated, and the pattern with the highest number of similar patterns was selected. Presented in the text is the average of 25 complex reconstructed images, which have a high correlation coefficient with the selected pattern. Different reconstructions were slightly shifted with respect to each other, and the overlap between different images was adjusted by a cross-correlation analysis before averaging. The final amplitude and phase from the reconstruction are shown in fig. S6.

The reconstruction results could be slightly affected by the sample-detector distance ([@R41], [@R42]). In our experiment, the sample-detector distance was somewhat uncertain and different sets of reconstructions corresponding to various sample-detector distances were conducted. The number of voxels representing the pinhole shift of 1.5 μm during the ptychographic scan was used to define this distance. The size of a voxel, *D*, in the real space was found to be between *D* = 1.5 μm/52 = 28.8 nm and *D* = 30 nm (see fig. S7A). The main features of the reconstruction (domain boundaries and edge dislocations) do not depend strongly on the real-space voxel size. Reconstructions performed with *D* = 30 nm and *D* = 28.8 nm produced visually indistinguishable patterns (see fig. S7, B and C), and the reconstruction with *D* = 28.8 nm is shown in the text.
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fig. S1. Orientation determination procedure for one grain.

fig. S2. Orientation determination procedure for multiple grains.

fig. S3. Description of angles used in the microdiffraction analysis.

fig. S4. Distribution of grain orientations.

fig. S5. A sketch describing the procedure determining the width of the crystal.

fig. S6. Amplitude (absorption) and phase of the ptychographic reconstruction.

fig. S7. Robustness of the ptychographic reconstruction.
